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Ysgol Maesydderwen
Year 9 Weekly Work Overview (Week Beginning Monday May 4th)
9E / 9M2

9N / 9M4

9R / 9M3

9W / 9M1

English

Magazine - Review Page
Work detailed in Google
Classroom from Wednesday 6th
May.

Magazine - Review Page
Work detailed in Google
Classroom from Wednesday 6th
May.

Magazine - Review Page
Work detailed in Google Classroom
from Wednesday 6th May.

Magazine - Review Page
Work detailed in Google
Classroom from Wednesday
6th May.

Maths

Volume of L shaped Prisms Corbett Worksheets.

Finish the work on Volume Corbett Worksheets.

Volume of L shaped Prisms Corbett Worksheets.

Cosine Rule (continued)

Complete the Mathswatch Task
on Volume.

Finish the Mathswatch Task on
Volume.

Complete the Mathswatch Task on
Volume.

Bounds and Error Intervals

See Lesson Planner in Google
Classroom.

Introduction to Powers / Indices.
(Mathswatch)

See Lesson Planner in Google
Classroom.

See lesson planner in Google
Classroom.

Physics
1. Complete researching pros and
cons of renewable and
non-renewable electricity generation
2. Pick an object/organism and
describe and explain the impact of
non-renewable electricity production
on it.

Biology
All on classroom n the NEW
biology class. Please self mark
the work from blendspace,
answers provided on
classroom. Then complete and
submit the assignment on
“basics of cells”. Due by
11/5/20. [FB]

Area of Triangle (using Sine)

See lesson Planner in Google
Classroom.

Science

Biology
Please see classroom for details
and resources.
1. Self mark with answers
provided, the HIV questions from
last lesson.
2. If not done already with Mr
Jones, complete the research on
one genetic disorder, page 39 -40
of your booklet.
3. If you have done all the above
you can also read page 41 in the
booklet and do the past paper
questions on respiration.
Physics
1. Complete researching pros and
cons of renewable and

Set 4: Pupils to continue working
through the Biology booklet
shared with them before half
term.

Chemistry
Completion of Formulae from Ions
sheet if not already completed.
Extension task available to those
who have finished.

non-renewable electricity
generation
2. Pick an object/organism and
describe and explain the impact
of non-renewable electricity
production on it.
Chemistry
Completion of Formulae from
Ions sheet if not already
completed. Extension task
available to those who have
finished.

Art

Complete task 3 of the Natural
forms booklet. Due 15th May.

Complete task 3 of the Natural
forms booklet. Due 15th May.

Complete task 3 of the Natural
forms booklet. Due 15th May.

Complete task 3 of the Natural
forms booklet. Due 15th May.

D&T

Lessons 1 & 2 this week - Task 4.
Write a product analysis for 2
different restaurant logo’s.
Use slides 3 & 4 for the task.
Use the same document for the
whole project and please upload
to CLASSROOM.

Lessons 1 & 2 this week - Task 4.
Write a product analysis for 2
different restaurant logo’s.
Use slides 3 & 4 for the task.
Use the same document for the
whole project and please upload
to CLASSROOM.

Lessons 1 & 2 this week - Task 4.
Write a product analysis for 2
different restaurant logo’s.
Use slides 3 & 4 for the task.
Use the same document for the
whole project and please upload to
CLASSROOM.

Lessons 1 & 2 this week - Task
4.
Write a product analysis for 2
different restaurant logo’s.
Use slides 3 & 4 for the task.
Use the same document for the
whole project and please
upload to CLASSROOM.

French

Google Assignment: Extended
reading with some extension work
provided.

Google Assignment: Extended
reading with some extension work
provided.

Google Assignment: Extended
reading with some extension work
provided.

Google Assignment: Extended
reading with some extension
work provided.

Geography

How is money spread around the
world? - instructions on
Classroom.
Upload completed work to the
Classroom.

How is money spread around the
world? - instructions on
Classroom.
Upload completed work to the
Classroom.

Complete ‘How is money spread
around the world?’ task.
Investigate other ways development
can be measured around the world instructions on Classroom.

Complete ‘How is money
spread around the world?’ task.
Investigate other ways
development can be measured
around the world - instructions
on Classroom.

History

Essay question: Who Caused the
Cold War? Assignment posted
on Google Classroom

Cold War - Introduction to
Capitalist and Communist Beliefs.
Powerpoint on Google Classroom

Cold War - Introduction to Capitalist
and Communist Beliefs.
Powerpoint on Google Classroom

Essay question: Who Caused
the Cold War? Assignment

ICT

Complete the Technocamps
HTML activity pack and quiz - link

Complete the Technocamps
HTML activity pack and quiz - link

1. Complete Algorithm task set
last week (Technocamps

Complete the Technocamps
HTML activity pack and quiz -

on Google Classroom.

on Google Classroom.

activity & quiz)
2. Complete the Technocamps
HTML activity pack and quiz
- link on Google Classroom.

link on Google Classroom.

Music

Rehearse other songs / pieces
from Popular Music history that
link to your PowerPoint
presentation. Solo or group. Use
a piano, keyboard, virtual
keyboard (download a piano
app.) for rehearsing the keyboard
part. If you have no access to
download or a real keyboard /
piano (or if you want to only use
another instrument), use your
vocal skills or any other
instrument skills. Upload a
recording (audio or video) at the
end of THIS week of progress
made.
BE CREATIVE and enjoy.

Rehearse other songs / pieces
from Popular Music history that
link to your PowerPoint
presentation. Solo or group. Use
a piano, keyboard, virtual
keyboard (download a piano
app.) for rehearsing the keyboard
part. If you have no access to
download or a real keyboard /
piano (or if you want to only use
another instrument), use your
vocal skills or any other
instrument skills. Upload a
recording (audio or video) at the
end of THIS week of progress
made.
. BE CREATIVE and enjoy.

Rehearse other songs / pieces from
Popular Music history that link to
your PowerPoint presentation. Solo
or group. Use a piano, keyboard,
virtual keyboard (download a piano
app.) for rehearsing the keyboard
part. If you have no access to
download or a real keyboard / piano
(or if you want to only use another
instrument), use your vocal skills or
any other instrument skills. Upload a
recording (audio or video) at the end
of THIS week of progress made.
BE CREATIVE and enjoy.

Rehearse other songs / pieces
from Popular Music history that
link to your PowerPoint
presentation. Solo or group.
Use a piano, keyboard, virtual
keyboard (download a piano
app.) for rehearsing the
keyboard part. If you have no
access to download or a real
keyboard / piano (or if you want
to only use another
instrument), use your vocal
skills or any other instrument
skills. Upload a recording
(audio or video) at the end of
THIS week of progress made.
BE CREATIVE and enjoy.

PE

Complete daily circuit and fill out
the circuit record sheet in Google
Classroom. Full instructions on
there.
Complete the Friday challenge
this week.
Hand both documents in by the
end of the day Friday after
completing the tasks.

Complete daily circuit and fill out
the circuit record sheet in Google
Classroom. Full instructions on
there.
Complete the Friday challenge
this week.
Hand both documents in by the
end of the day Friday after
completing the tasks.

Complete daily circuit and fill out the
circuit record sheet in Google
Classroom. Full instructions on
there.
Complete the Friday challenge this
week.
Hand both documents in by the end
of the day Friday after completing
the tasks.

Complete daily circuit and fill
out the circuit record sheet in
Google Classroom. Full
instructions on there.
Complete the Friday challenge
this week.
Hand both documents in by the
end of the day Friday after
completing the tasks.

RE

Religious teachings on equality

Religious teachings on equality

Religious teachings on equality

An introduction to Christian
beliefs

Welsh

Continue with the report on your
hero.

Continue with the report on your
hero.

Continue with the report on your
hero.

Continue with the report on
your hero.

